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Introduction and purpose

Introduction and purpose
Our purpose is to enable work by charities and others to be based on evidence which is as
sound as possible. Charities1 should not always produce research – they often should rather use
existing research. But when they do produce research, it should enable best practice to spread
and to spread fast.
This project concerns reporting of research: the last problem on Paul Glasziou’s list above. That
is not because we think that reporting is the sole problem with research – we don’t. Research also
needs to address important questions, provide reliable answers, and be published and findable.
However, though fixing research reporting isn’t sufficient, it is necessary.
By ‘research’, we mean research by charities which investigates causal links between inputs
and outcomes, and which could be useful to external audiences. That includes research into
the effectiveness of their interventions, and research to inform policy debates, e.g., about the
effectiveness of prison, or public attitudes. Both types of research can be useful to practitioners in
their own organisations, and should be used by academics, the police, commissioners and others.
We are not so concerned here with research for internal purposes such as process evaluations.
For charities’ research to be useful, it should be high quality, published somewhere findable, clear,
and disseminated / available to its intended audiences.
This study began with two observations about much research by charities. First that it could be
easier to find: since there is no central repository, material is often published just on charities’
own websites where readers may not find it. Second that it could usefully be clearer – about
the intervention, the research question and method, and the findings. We consulted on whether
research by charities in criminal justice could/should:
(a) Always be published with a few key details. These might include: (i) the intervention
used, (ii) the research question/s, (iii) the research method and how it was used (e.g.,
if 20 people were interviewed, how were those 20 chosen?), and (iv) the results. This is
essentially a checklist of items to be included in the research report. And/or:
(b) Sit in a central repository.
Both proposals met with a great response. Some items were added to the checklist.
This document details the items which we suggest charities include in reports of their
impact research. A much fuller report on the consultation responses is at www.giving-evidence.
com/info-infrastructure, detailing how evidence is currently produced / shared / used by criminal
justice charities, how research reporting works in medicine, how these proposals relate to the
Justice Data Lab and government’s What Works Centre on crime reduction, concerns about them,
incentives on charities to produce research, how the repository might work, detail about possible
solutions to the repository, relevant academic centres.
In the consultation spirit, we welcome your perspective: please send your thoughts to admin@
giving-evidence.com.

1 We use the term ‘charity’ to mean any voluntary or community organisation including social enterprises. We
use ‘charity’ and ‘NGO’ interchangeably.
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Example responses:
On improving clarity of research reports, and the quality of research:
“Absolutely, absolutely. A thousand times, yes.” Alex Murray, Police Chief Superintendent, Solihull;
Founder, Society for Evidence-Based Policing
“Great idea! Would make my life a lot easier. We are, in effect, buying outcomes, so need to be able
to see what they’ve done and what the outcomes really were” – funder
“I would love this… It would be wonderful… IF you can get people to do it [because of the
incentive problems]...” – funder
“There isn’t anything systematic… it would certainly be useful” – major funder
“A charity I chair just got a grant from [a particular foundation], of which half – £5,000 – was for
evaluation. I said to them that that’s ridiculous, and kind of unfair. We obviously can’t do decent
research with that” – operating organisation
“When I started in this [the charity sector], I kept talking about evaluation and he [senior person in the
charity sector] said to me ‘don’t worry about that. You can just make it up. Everybody else does. At
the very least you should exaggerate a lot. You’ll have to, to get funded’ ” – operating organisation
“It [charities’ research] is often ridiculously complementary! ... a flood of positive results” – funder
“Honestly some of what they [charities] say it is just so entertaining. Nothing goes wrong! Magic!” –
former funder
“It can be really hard to figure out from the research what they’ve actually done. Well, not hard:
impossible, because they just don’t say” – major funder

On describing what the intervention was and how it worked:
“Did everybody get the same thing? Was the delivery consistent? Was the delivery as per the
design? Was the dosage and quality as intended? What about staff turnover? It’s not uncommon
for different users to get quite different services – just based on which staff member they happened
to get. So then you don’t even know what the evaluation is really evaluating” – major funder
“Also, you normally can’t see who was turned away. That’s pretty important [since the cohort so
dramatically affects success rates]” – practitioners and funder
“No-one properly describes their cohort. Funders expect a success rate of about 70%, so
magically that’s what everybody has, though they patently have quite different client groups.
There’s pretty obviously a lot of lying” – former director of large funder2

On making research reports easier to find:
“Yes it would help. The system is such a shambles now that … well the hurdle you describe is
pretty low but clearing any hurdle now is a good thing to do. And this could drive awareness of the
shambles and how to improve, so yes … excellent” – academic / practitioner
“I certainly think that there’s a gap in our sector. It’d be wonderful to have a place that we’d point to
for all the research” – Lis Bates, Head of Research and Evaluation, CAADA
“This would be a great contribution” – NGO in criminal justice
“You have to look on every site” - Carol Jackson, Head of Assessment, The Prince’s Trust
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The proposed items to include
in reports of impact research
Good reporting about research should clearly answer ‘what did you do and what did you find?’.
We consulted on the notion that any research published by charities should include details of at
least the following:
i)

The intervention: in enough detail that it could be replicated elsewhere. [See Box on
describing an intervention.] For instance, if it is an education programme, how highly trained
are the teachers, what is the class size, the session duration, the content of each session, the
number and spacing of sessions, and physical classroom environment.

ii)

The research question. This may be a monitoring-type question (e.g., what is the
demographic breakdown of our beneficiaries?); or it may be an evaluation-type causal
question (e.g., what effect does this intervention have on rates of bike theft?).

iii) The research method, and how it was used. Details such as: the sample size (since this
determines statistical significance); how they were recruited (since this determines the
reliability of the sample: views of 20 randomly-chosen beneficiaries is more reliable than if the
programme co-ordinator chooses which 20 beneficiaries to include). If they were interviewed
(e.g., for qualitative surveys), how long and where was the interview, and what were they told
it would be used for.
Items (ii) and (iii) show the quality of the research and the appropriateness of the research method
used. The importance of these are shown in Appendix 3.
iv) The results, e.g., proportion of people employed, breakdown of beneficiaries by sociodemographics.
Nobody wanted any of those items removed. Suggestions of items to add to the checklist included
the following. Clearly too many items will make the checklist too long to be useable, so we may need
to make some choices. An option is to state some items as ‘essential’ and others as ‘desirable’.
v)

Detailed description of the cohort of beneficiaries (research participants). Clearly the
success of, say, a back-to-work programme or programme to reduce re-offending vastly
depends on the type of people who receive it.

vi) Who conducted the research and who paid for it. The former (e.g., whether it was
conducted by an academic, or consultants for hire) allows the reader to estimate quality
and motivation, and the latter speaks to incentives. Including details of both is standard in
medical research (see examples of British Medical Journal trial reports in the full report) since,
as discussed, studies funded by pharmaceutical companies seem to get different answers
than identical studies funded by other sources4.
vii) Programme cost. Ideally the total programme cost, the set-up cost, and the unit cost.
Clearly this is essential for comparing programmes and deciding between them: all funders
and charities are allocating finite resources. (Remarkably, the National Audit Office found that
77% of government evaluations – i.e., analysis of work funded by taxes – included no costeffectiveness data at all5.)
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reports of impact research

viii) Theory of change and the evidence for it. That is, how is the programme supposed to
create change? The theory of change can help others to gauge whether the programme will
produce similar results in their context, and the evidence for the theory of change helps show
whether the results were as expected or were quirky outliers.
ix) Context in which the programme was run, and support for implementation. The research
will primarily be useful for other organisations deciding what to run in their contexts, so
detailed description of the situation is necessary. Insights from process evaluations (e.g.,
were the people served actually the group who the charity set out to serve? Was the
intervention delivered actually what the charity set out to deliver?), insights about what is
necessary for it to succeed2, contexts in which it is likely to work, and materials which can
help others to implement it, such as training manuals.
x)

Where there is a control group (randomised or propensity matched or constructed from other
methods), describe what the control group got. This is essential because otherwise, the
reader may assume that the control group got nothing, which will overstate the effect of the
treatment being tested if they did get something useful. Describe it fully: as one academic
said: “don’t just say ‘probation service as normal’ because in ten years’ time, we won’t
remember what that means”. It may be appropriate also to give the counterfactual cost,
i.e., the costs which arise if the intervention is not done.

xi) How the researchers guarded against bias. For instance, how were people recruited into the
research (the potential bias being that only the most optimistic ones offer to be interviewed);
who dropped out during the programme (since perhaps people who hate the programme
drop out, leading to ‘survivor bias’); how did you ensure that people who were not eligible for,
say, a food programme didn’t cadge food from those who were and hence effectively sneak
into the programme.
xii) How we can tell that the results aren’t simply a product of chance. Programmes can
appear to have an effect which in fact is nothing more than chance. This is particularly likely
when they have a small sample size, or there is no robust counterfactual (showing what
would have happened to that cohort anyway, in the absence of the programme).
In fact, if the research is well-described, the answers to these latter two questions will be
findable. The purpose of asking them explicitly is to (a) make it easier for the reader to find
the answers, and (b) alert the researchers to their significance, and hence train them to
consider them.

Reporting these items: structured abstracts
Ideally the items on the checklist should all be answered in a structured abstract at the front,
since studies have found that structured abstracts are higher quality than traditional descriptive
abstracts7, 8 and that they allow readers to find information more easily.9,10 An example a structured
abstract is below (and an example structured British Medical Journal clinical trial report is in
Appendix 2).

2 Some of this is very practical. The police cite ‘alley-gating’ as an example: sealing alleys behind terraced
housing does reduce burglary but is laborious and slow because permission is required from every householder.
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Box 1 - Example Structured Abstract
The structured abstract is envisaged as a short front-sheet to a charity’s research report.
The charity can supplement it with whatever it wants: the structured abstract is simply
minimum criteria to cover. The following example is based on research by St Giles Trust11
on its WIRE project, which works ‘with female ex-offenders to guide them from release,
assist with resettlement and reconnect them with the community’. (For concision, the
example may omit some details. The purpose here is to illustrate the structure, not describe
WIRE.)

Intervention
The service is intentionally flexible, the workers respond to each individual woman’s needs,
as a result service provision can be radically different in that not all women require the
same intensity of support. What is consistent though is the commitment to provide more
than a referral to another agency, the WIRE advocates on behalf of these women, counsels
them on the correct decision for them, provides information, will accompany them to
appointments and provides firm emotional support. The service involves advocacy and
signposting.
Stage 1 involves helping the women with their immediate housing needs, making
appointments at doctor’s, Homeless Persons Units and Drug Intervention Programmes,
etc.; often the women are escorted to one or all of these. This is the most intensive part of
the programme (taking hours or days of staff time) and without a client’s ID none of these
are possible. It is important to ensure women meet their probation and stay within the
details of their licence.
Stage 2 relies on the women returning to the service as often staff prioritise new releases.
When they do return they are supported with access to solicitors to help reconnect them
with children, or to organisations that can help them with any issues around their mental
health.

Research question
Understanding the WIRE’s impact on re-offending.

Research method
Analysis of 364 cases.
Interviews (25, with staff (5), clients (8) and service delivery partners (12)).
Analysis of client conviction rates.
(Comparison group data from the Police National Computer was unavailable.)

Findings
-

WIRE was achieving more outcomes with clients in the early stages of the service rather
than further on.

-

Seen as an effective service.

-

Reconviction rate for the eligible women was 42%, against 51% for the national average
for women offenders and 88% for prolific offenders.

-

Overall, WIRE was seen as having a substantial impact on reducing re-offending and
offending frequency amongst those who are deemed as being at high risk.
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Box 2 - Describing an Intervention
Medical researchers ask that the description of an intervention “should allow a [practitioner]
to know exactly how to administer the intervention that was evaluated.” The medics have
created a 12-point checklist for describing interventions, the Template for Intervention
Description and Replication (TIDieR), which is helpful and could easily be adapted for
charities in crime reduction (and other sectors):
• The name of the intervention (brief name or phrase)

• The way it works (rationale, theory, or goal of the essential elements )
• What materials and procedures were used (physical or informational)
• What was the procedure (activity / process)

• Who provided the intervention (e.g., nurse, psychologist, and give their expertise and
background)

• How was it delivered (e.g., face to face, online, by phone, and whether it was provided
individually or in a group)

• Where it took place

• When and how much (the number of sessions, schedule, dosage and duration)

• Tailoring (what if anything could be adapted to the individual, why and by how much)
• Modifications which happened after the study started

• How well was adherence to the plan assessed (i.e., the process for assessing adherence)
• To what extent did implementation adhere to the plan.

This makes for long descriptions, much longer and more detailed than most charities’
descriptions. The full report has an example description which medical researchers view as
adequate, and notes how much more detailed it is than the the description of an example
intervention analysed by the Justice Data Lab.
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Why should I report this way?
Why should I ask organisations
I support to report this way?
Because it makes the research more useful to other organisations:
-

If the intervention seems to work, other organisastions can replicate it, so more people can
benefit.

-

It will prevent people being misled into doing / funding ineffective work. Research quality
matters: bad research gives different answers to good research, and gives misleadingly
positive answers: see Appendix 2. When organisations are considering work to do / fund,
they need to see the quality of the underlying research, which is only possible if these
details are available.

-

Sectors may build systems to enable users to search for research by using the categories in
the checklist, which can serve as repositories, e.g., a system in which charities upload their
research wherever they want, and a central site with a crawler bot would pull the relevant
details in response to search.

The editor of the major medical journal which published TIDieR wrote recently that it was the most
important articles that the journal has run. They are ‘akin to turning on a light in a room. It doesn’t
clean the room for you [but] tells you what the room looks like.’
We hope that eventually all research by charities will be published in this way: not just research
conducted in future but also the ‘back catalogue’ of completed high-quality research, since
decisions today are based on the whole available evidence base, which includes material from
some years ago3.
Towards the goal of improving results by enabling charitable activity and giving to be based on
sound evidence, the checklist and research infrastructure discussed here seem important and
necessary steps. We found enthusiasm for them in several other parts of the charitable sectors
and can imagine trialing this system in other sectors also. We are excited to take this forward.
***

3 The AllTrials campaign aims to get the results of all clinical trials published, not just those which flatter
the researchers. When the drug company Roche announced in 2013 that it would attempt to publish all
its research from that point on, the campaign director Tracey Brown responded that: “Does Roche expect
applause for announcing that it will continue to keep clinical trial findings hidden? Which bit of All and Trials do
they not understand?”
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Appendix 1: Fewer than 20% of charities in crime
reduction and criminal justice publish adequate
evaluation materials
Research conducted for Giving Evidence by Leah Ginnivan.

Background
To begin to assess the prevalence and quality of evaluation research published by charities working
in the UK criminal justice sector, we conducted a short review of their published evaluation materials.

Method
To find charities, we used the membership list of Clinks, and randomly selected a 5% sample
(by assigning each organisation a random number, and then filtering the results). Clinks has 617
members, and so the 5% sample comprised 31 organisations.
Clinks members without websites were excluded and replaced with the next randomly selected
organisation. Organisations that provided a private service (such as individual counselling to people
in the criminal justice system) were included. Groups that offer services such as prayer or social
support were included, since they could collect some data on their impact.
We spent up to 20 minutes searching for evaluation materials on each website. It’s possible that
some organisations did have evaluation materials on their website that were not found during this
search. However, the 20 minute time limit was a way of searching for material that was intended to
be shared.
We collected results for four categories:
·

Whether the organisation published any results or evaluation about the impact of its programmes.
Operational data (for instance number of staff employed) was not included.

·

Whether there was information available about the cohort that was treated (for instance, whether
they were helping young men facing court or children with parents convicted of criminal offences).

·

Whether there was enough information about the intervention to replicate it (for example, there
was a detailed description of what the programme actually involved and how it was run).

·

Whether there was some sort of explanation or justification for why this specific intervention had
been used.

The results are summarised below.
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Discussion
Only six charities in this survey (19%) had evaluation materials that were sufficiently detailed to help
a third party replicate some or all of the intervention. These charities had information on the cohort,
detailed information on the intervention and data collection, and had justified their approach.
An additional two charities had some evaluation materials available, but these were only summary
results - such as a ‘success rate’ for a programme without data on how this rate was measured.
The remaining 23 organisations (74%) lacked evaluation materials entirely, or had only anecdotal
data (such as ‘programme X helped me’). The information on these charities’ websites could not be
used to replicate the interventions.
The six charities which met all four of the criteria above were:
Programme

Method of evaluation

Sample size

1. Intensive support
service during adoption
process; live-in sentencing
alternative for women
under court order

Social return on investment
calculations (attempt to quantify
social and economic benefits of
programme against financial cost)

20 families per year in the
adoption programme; 205
clients per year in the livein sentencing alternative

2. Detox facility pilot
project

Semi-structured interviews at
baseline and follow-up

17

3. 10-week parenting
education course with
weekly group sessions.

Multiple linear regression to analyse
whether days in the programme
predicted better outcomes on
wellbeing metrics (uncontrolled)

374 parents with 469
children

4. Intensive case
management of high-needs
chronically homeless
people

Semi-structured interviews, review
of case files

13

5. Volunteer social support
to reduce risk of sex
offender recidivism

Review of case files, literature
review, interviews with target
population of sex offenders and
stakeholders

70 interviews (30 with
target population)

6. Specialist drug worker
/ GP collaboration to help
patients withdraw from
prescription drug addiction

Review of case files

267

Nearly all of these six organisations had very extensive evaluations, including in some cases
independent evaluations and publications in peer-reviewed journals. This suggests that the
organisations that wished to make public their evaluation materials committed substantial resources
to the task and conducted these evaluations to a high standard.
This review did not consider the issue of publication bias in the results published on the websites.
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Appendix 2:
Example British Medical Journal trial report
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Appendix 3:
Bad research flatters more than good research
Why we evaluate research methods:
i) Because different research methods give different answers
“Two men say they’re Jesus: One of them must be wrong” (Dire Straits lyric!)
The table below shows the effect of a reading programme in India measured using several research
methods14. These methods all used the same outcome measures, but different experimental designs.
The answers vary widely: some suggest that it works well, others show it to be detrimental. Clearly
there is only one correct answer! All the other answers are incorrect: and could mislead donors or
practitioners to implement this programme at the expense of another which is better.

The answers vary because research methods vary in how open they are to biases (i.e., systematic
errors). For instance, if a study only looks at the outcome (here: reading level) before the programme
and then afterwards (i.e., is a pre-post study), we don’t know whether any improvement in reading
levels was due to the programme or just to the fact that children learn over time anyway.
{As an aside, contrary to popular myth, it is not invariably the case that robust research is more
expensive than unreliable research, nor that randomised controlled trials (the most reliable design
for a single primary study) are invariably terribly expensive: many are cheap or free.}
ii) Because weaker research methods allow for more positive findings
The UK National Audit Office searched for literally every published analysis of the quality of almost
6,000 government evaluations15. Of those, it chose a sample, and ranked on one hand, the quality
of the research method (‘robustness’ on the x axis, i.e., how insulated the study is from bias), and
on the other, the positive-ness of the programme (‘claimed impact’).
The trend line on the resulting graph below would slope diagonally downwards. It shows that
more robust research only allows for modest impact claims whereas weak research allows much
stronger claims.
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Bad research can be persuaded to say almost anything, and won’t allow researchers to distinguish
the effects of a programme from other factors (e.g., the passage of time, the mindset of
participants, other programmes) nor from chance.
Most social interventions have a small effect and a reliable research method will show what that
is: bad research is likely to overstate it. The highest estimate for the reading programme above is
from the pre-post study which is a weak study design.
This relationship between weak research methods and positive findings has been shown also in
medical research. We found it in the studies of outdoor learning too.
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